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more fortunately born. Judged by the obstacles they
had to surmount, they were giants, and both would
have been greater in achieving results, if they had not
been handicapped by the system under which they
received their training. I refuse to believe that the Raja
and the Lokamanya could not have thought the thoughts
they did without a knowledge of the English language.
Of all the superstitions that affect India, none is so great
as that a knowledge of the English language is necessary
for imbibing ideas of liberty, and developing accuracy
of thought. It should be remembered that there has been
only one system of education before the country for the
past fifty years, and only one medium of expression forced
on the country. We have, therefore, no data before us
as to what we would have been but for the education
in the existing schools and colleges. This, however, we
do know that India today is poorer than fifty years ago?
less able to defend herself, and her children have less
stamina. I need not be told that this is due to the defect
in the system of Government. The system of education
is its most defective part.
It was conceived and born in error, for the English
rulers honestly believed the indigenous system to be worse,
than useless. It has been nurtured in sin, for the tendency
has been to dwarf the Indian body, mind and soul.
Toung India, 27-4-321
Reply to Tagore
.. . English is today studied because of its commercial
and so-called political value. Our boys think, and rightly
in the present circumstances that without English they
cannot get Government service. Girls are taught English
as a passport to marriage. I know several instances of*
women wanting to learn English so that they may be,
able to talk to Englishmen in English. I know husbands

